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Our new RIGID VINYL  collection meets your 
no ordinary expectations once again...

Viktor - 40172 Moon Stone
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no ordinary floors

We make extraordinary floors for people who expect more, people 
who do not seek the ordinary, but look for added value and want 
to see their personality and lifestyle reflected in a floor. 

Discover our brand new RIGID VINYL collection

With a new rigid vinyl collection, Balterio 
meets your no ordinary expectations 
once again. Our rigid vinyl floors blend 
strength with great comfort: the planks 
and tiles are strong, soft and silent and 
waterproof. And they come with the 
natural design Balterio is known for. 
Pure quality improved by technology. 
Made to match your personality. 

Balterio introduces rigid vinyl planks 
and tiles in two different collections: 
please meet Gloria on page 16 and 
Viktor on page 18. 

✔	pure rigid quality
✔	Ultra thin, super strong
✔	Warm feel, silent touch
✔	outstanding performance
✔	realistic planks & tiles

Find the floor 
that fits your  

personality
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE  
PROTECTIVE LAYER
• Extra matt finish
• Scratch & stain resistant

HIGH-DEFINITION DESIGN LAYER
For a beautiful, realistic appearance 

STRONG ‘RIGID’ 
COMPOSITE CORE 
• Non-telegraphing  
• Low indentation

SOFT LAYER
Great comfort & acoustics: 
soft & silent

MADE IN BELGIUM

Pure rigid quality
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MULTI-LAYERED FLOOR

Some rigid vinyl floors are strong but have 
bad acoustics, and some rigid vinyl floors are 
soft and silent but score badly in terms of 
impact resistance, indentation and telegraphing. 
Balterio combines the advantages of both in one 
new multi-layered rigid vinyl product: strong, soft 
and silent, attractive and high-performing.

UNBEATABLE QUALITY
 

You expect a floor that will last a lifetime, that’s 
exactly what you get: value for money, the best 
price-quality ratio and long-lasting warranties up 
to 20 years. Balterio rigid vinyl floors are floor 
class 32, suitable for residential and general 
commercial use. They even have an extremely 
wear resistant top layer – best in class – with 
Scratch and Stain Protect.

PURE & DURABLE

Balterio rigid vinyl completely consists of 100% 
high quality material. It’s pure virgin PVC without 
any cork, wood or cement fibre additives and 
has no harmful substances: the plasticizers used 
are ortho-phthalate free. What’s more, Balterio 
vinyl is odourless. Even the way we produce our 
rigid vinyl floors is sustainable, thanks to green 
energy initiatives. 

The new multi-layered rigid vinyl planks 
and tiles combine extreme strength with 
ultimate comfort inside. Each layer brings 
a clear benefit: strong, soft and silent, 
attractive and high-performing. 
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Ultra thin,  
super strong

Renovation friendly: 
perfect to put over 
existing floors
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Thanks to its core stability, 
low indentation and  

non-telegraphing features, 
your floor stays perfectly 

flat in every interior setting. 

Balterio rigid vinyl 
floors are easily 

clickable. The core  
of the planks 

and tiles is super 
strong, despite the 

thickness of  
only 5 mm.  

RENOVATION FRIENDLY

Although rigid vinyl floors are a beautiful 
solution for every home, they are extremely 
suitable for renovation projects. The fact 
that a Balterio rigid vinyl floor is only 5 
mm thick yet super strong, makes it very 
renovation friendly: you can easily put it over 
an existing, probably irregular floor (e.g. an 
old tile floor with grouts of maximum 5 mm 
width and 2 mm depth) and still enjoy a 
lasting result. 

NON-TELEGRAPHING
 

The composite core of our rigid vinyl floors 
prevents telegraphing of minor subfloor 
imperfections: any unevenness, small gaps 
and bumps won’t show through the floor’s 
surface, it’s that strong. 

LOW INDENTATION
 

Balterio rigid vinyl floors have a great impact 
resistance and hardly any indentation issues. 
The strong core protects your floor from 
dents made by heels and furniture legs. 

PERFECTLY FLAT

A Balterio rigid vinyl floor stays perfectly 
flat in all conditions. The core’s glass fibre 
sandwich structure prevents cupping. If 
you respect the expansion gap, your floor 
shrinks and expands (due to variations 
in temperature) without deforming. See 
balterio.com for details. 

We still recommend the use of an underlay for extra levelling and acoustic properties. 
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Warm feel,  
silent touch
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Enjoy the comfort that comes with 
a vinyl floor. Balterio rigid vinyl feels 
comfortably warm underfoot and is 
pleasingly silent when walking over.

STRONG YET RESILIENT
 

Next to a rigid core, the multi-layered rigid 
vinyl planks and tiles also have a soft 
layer. That layer ensures your experience 
of sensible comfort and silent acoustics at 
home. That’s how we bring the best of two 
worlds together in one product. 

COMFORTABLE UNDERFOOT
 

No other flooring type can match the soft 
and warm feel of a vinyl floor. The soft layer 
anticipates your body weight, hence the 
noticeable softness sensation. A Balterio 
rigid vinyl floor also has fine insulating 
qualities and quickly takes over ambient 
temperature. You’ll love to walk barefoot at 
home.

SOUND-ABSORBING

Can you hear the silence? The soft layer 
has great acoustic qualities: it lowers the 
reflected walking sound level and increases 
your acoustic comfort inside. Balterio rigid 
vinyl floors soften transmission sound too, 
but we still advice you to use a Balterio 
Transitstop underlay if you want to stay 
friends with your downstairs neighbour.

DID YOU KNOW? Balterio rigid vinyl floors are perfectly compatible with underfloor heating and cooling: see balterio.com for instructions.
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The smart flooring 
choice for every space 
in your home

Outstanding 
performance

Gloria - 40183 Warm Oak
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There’s more to our rigid vinyl floors 
than meets the senses: great features 
supported by patented technology. 
Balterio rigid vinyl is waterproof and 
wear resistant.

WEAR RESISTANT

Whether it’s kids playing or pets 
running around, your Balterio rigid vinyl 
floor can take a beating. The high-
performance wear layer protects the 
floor from scratches and stains, so you 
can enjoy its beautiful design for years. 

WATERPROOF
 

Rigid vinyl planks and tiles are made of 
PVC, so the product itself is waterproof. 
A Balterio rigid vinyl floor is the perfect 
solution for kitchens and bathrooms. 
Even the matching accessories have a 
PVC core, so the skirtings and profiles 
are waterproof too.  

CAREFREE CLEANING 
 

Balterio rigid vinyl floors are waterproof 
and dirt repellent. If you accidentally 
would spill something on the floor, no 
harm is done. Cleaning is a breeze with 
a soft brush or even a damp floor cloth. 

The perfect solution 
for kitchens and 

bathrooms.
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Each plank and tile 
feels unique, just as 
it is in nature

Planks and tiles  
inspired by nature
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There are plenty of 
rational reasons to 

opt for rigid vinyl, 
but there’s also a 

strong emotional 
argument to 

choose Balterio:  
its natural look.

Every wood plank is lifelike. 
Every stone tile is spot on. 
We always aim to imitate 

nature as closely as possible.

ORIGINAL VINYL SIZES

Our Balterio rigid vinyl collection consists of 
both wood planks and stone tiles. The planks 
are slightly bigger than usual, making your 
rigid vinyl floor more elegant. The rigid vinyl 
tiles have real tile dimensions: every tile is 
a full tile, so no optical deception with fake 
grooves. 

NATURAL DESIGNS
 

Balterio rigid vinyl floors surely compete with 
the real thing, as we harvest inspiration from 
nature. Each design is lively detailed with 
intense colours from light to dark. Every plank 
and tile has an extra matt top layer. Beautiful 
woods and stones, every step you take. 

NATURAL VARIETY
 

Flooring built up with the exact same planks 
screams fake. That’s why we invest in natural 
variety. The different decors in the Gloria 
collection consist of minimum 10 different 
planks, each with their own wood pattern. In 
the Viktor range each decor has 18 different 
tiles. So there’s hardly repetition in a floor. 

ELEGANT V-GROOVES

Small details make a big difference.  
The subtle V-grooves on the four sides of the 
rigid vinyl planks and tiles ensure a realistic 
and truly authentic parquet and stone look.

MATCHING ACCESSORIES

Even the accessories are true to nature:  
the colour and print variations in the original 
Balterio skirtings and profiles are exactly the 
same as in Balterio rigid vinyl floors. They are 
strong, wear resistant and waterproof. All you 
need for a perfect result that lasts. 
See p. 21
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A high-performance  
floor for every space  
in your home
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Gloria - 40178 Sturdy
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40176 Modern
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40181 Firm

40182 White Oak

40183 Warm Oak

40184 Colored Oak

40180 Rustic

40176 Modern

40179 Rebel

40178 Sturdy

40177 Brilliant

40175 Luminous

  

Gloria
The Gloria collection represents natural beauty: the rigid vinyl 
planks have pure and soft wood designs, realistic as nature 
and full of character. With natural variety, Gloria decors have 
minimum 10 different planks, so there’s hardly repetition in a 
Balterio rigid vinyl floor. If it’s refined elegance you seek, you 
should definitely invite Gloria into your home. 

5 mm planks
1494 X 209 MM | 6 PLANKS/BOX | 1,8735 M2

✓	Ultra thin, super strong
✓	Warm feel, silent touch
✓	Natural variety
✓	waterproof
✓	4-sided V-groove 
✓	Scratch & Stain Protect
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40171 Grey
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40172 Moon Stone40169 White

40173 Lime Stone

40174 Blue Stone

40170 Black

  

40171 Grey

Viktor
The Viktor collection displays rigid vinyl tiles with variations 
from light to dark, beautifully mottled and marbled. With natural 
variety, Viktor decors have minimum 18 different tiles, so 
there’s hardly repetition in a Balterio rigid vinyl floor. So if you’re 
looking for that stone-cold look, but still want a floor that makes 
you feel comfortable inside, Viktor is the one. 

5 mm tiles
609,6 X 303 MM | 10 PLANKS/BOX | 1,8471 M2

✓	Ultra thin, super strong
✓	Warm feel, silent touch
✓	Natural variety
✓	waterproof
✓	4-sided V-groove 
✓	Scratch & Stain Protect
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Finish strong
with high quality 
accessories 

Balterio accessories are  
waterproof, super strong and 
extremely good-looking

Gloria - 40176 Moderne
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5-in-1 profile

Skirting 
2400 X 58 X 12 MM

MS Polymer glue  

Scotia
2400 X 17 X 17 MM

MS Polymer glue  

DID YOU KNOW? 
Balterio skirtings and profiles have 
a PVC core and 100% matching 
decors, and that makes them unique 
on the market today. 

4. End profile 
2000 X 19,3 X 8,2 MM

1. Adaptor profile
2000 X 45,3 X 8,2 MM

5. Transition profile
2000 X 37,5 X 8,2 MM

2. Expansion profile
2000 X 37,5 X 8,2 MM

3. Stair profile*
2000 X 37,5 X 8,2 MM

5 applications in  1 
single product
Delivered with cutter

MATCHING & WATERPROOF SKIRTINGS & PROFILES

The colour and print 
variations in the original 
Balterio skirtings and 
profiles are exactly the 
same as in Balterio rigid 
vinyl floors. They have 
a PVC core, so they are 
waterproof.

Incizo Base* 
When installing a stair profile, you also need an Incizo Base metal profile.

Beautifully waterproof from floor to 
finish. Balterio skirtings and profiles 
are 100% PVC and waterproof. 
They have a matt finish and match 
Balterio rigid vinyl floors perfectly. 

✓	HIGH quality
✓	wear resistanT
✓	waterproof
✓	perfectly matching  

WITH YOUR FLOOR
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Balterio UltraClean is specifically developed for Balterio floors. It cleanses the floor surface thoroughly 
and maintains its original look for years to come. No residual layers of cleaning product are left behind. 

Great results begin with good preparation. A Balterio underlay is indispensable 
before installing a rigid vinyl floor. It levels subfloor irregularities and has an 
extra sound-insulating effect. 

START SMART WITH THE RIGHT UNDERLAY

INSTALLATION? EASY AS ONE-TWO-THREE

ENJOY YOUR FLOOR FOR YEARS TO COME

LIFETIME WARRANTY ON THE CLICK

Install rigid vinyl  
tiles methodically
Vertical joints should be  
staggered with half overlap (1) 
or one-third overlap (2). 

Install rigid vinyl 
planks randomly
Vertical joints should be 
staggered in a random pattern 
with minimum 20 cm overlap.

Choose the right 
underlay 

BASIC 
Quality underlay for all-round installations with 
Balterio rigid vinyl.

TRANSITSTOP 
Quality underlay with maximum transition sound 
reduction for Balterio rigid vinyl.  

With Uniclic, it's extremely easy 
to install a rigid vinyl floor. The 
click technology combines fast 
and simple installation with a 
strong locking from one plank 
(or tile) to the next.

With Uniclic the planks (or tiles) can also be snapped 
together in a horizontal way, ideal for installation under 
door frames, radiators… No other click system can 
match its simplicity and efficiency. Use the Balterio 
installation kit. 
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  BASIC TRANSITSTOP

Reduces walking sound ✓ ✓

Reduces transmission sound -18dB -20dB

Thickness
Surface

1 mm

15 m2 

2 mm

15 m2

Subfloor levelling ✓ ✓

Thermal resistance (R-value) 0,02 m²K/W 0,046 m²K/W

Underfloor heating ✓ ✓

Underfloor cooling ✓ ✓

Proper installation combined with the right maintenance guarantees many years of carefree enjoyment. 
Balterio offers a lifetime warranty (limited to 33 years) on the integrity of the click connection, on condition 
that they have been installed with Balterio underlays and by a Balterio Master Installer.



 

 

5 mm

Pure rigid quality

Ultra thin, super strong

Warm feel, silent touch

Waterproof product

Realistic plank & tiles

High-performance  
floor for every space  

in your home
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no ordinary floors

Any reproduction of this brochure, in whole or in part, on any medium, is 
forbidden without written approval from UNILIN bvba, Division Flooring.  
The colours and designs featured in this brochure may slightly vary from 
the real product due to printing techniques. © UNILIN bvba 2018

R.E. UNILIN bvba, Division Flooring, Franky Terrijn, Ooigemstraat 3,  
B-8710 Wielsbeke, www.balterio.com | Made in Belgium | 019-113-01

Find a dealer close to you  Visit balterio.com 

Your Balterio dealer


